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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A virtual assistant is a self-employed administrative or
personal assistant who works remotely (usually at home) for various clients. When most people hear
virtual assistant, they assume it s a secretary who works from home. But the field has exploded into
a variety of skill sets that could be valuable to various professionals. These days, a virtual assistant is
someone a lot of busy professionals just can t do without. Why do people hire virtual assistants? A
lot of people wonder how virtual assistants stay in business. I mean, if you need an assistant, why
not just hire someone to work at your business full time? It s pretty simple, really. It comes down to
money and convenience. A full-time administrative assistant can cost anywhere from $35,000 to
$50,000 or more A virtual assistant makes ends meet by working for multiple people. So you can hire
them to work for only the hours or tasks that you need them for. If you just need someone for five or
so hours a week to take phone calls while you re in meetings...
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An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer  Fr itsch-- Spencer  Fr itsch

A high quality book and also the typeface utilized was exciting to read. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am easily
will get a enjoyment of reading a written ebook.
-- B ur nice Ca r ter-- B ur nice Ca r ter
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